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Global  Research  strives  for  peace,  and  we  have  but  one  mandate:  to  share  timely,
independent and vital information to readers across the globe. We act as a global platform
to let the voices of dissent, protest, and expert witnesses and academics be heard and
disseminated internationally.

We need to stand together to continuously question politics,  false statements, and the
suppression of independent thought.

Stronger  together:  your  donations  are  crucial  to  independent,  comprehensive  news
reporting in the ongoing battle against media disinformation. (click image above to donate)

*     *    *

Genetically Modified Bread Given Green Light by Vatican

By Julian Rose, July 10, 2017

This is not a criticism of these individuals. It is the institution which must be first to answer
for its deviousness. All the evidence exposing institutional corruption is contained in cardinal
Sarah’s proclamation that genetically engineered bread is acceptable – and gluten-free
bread is not.
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Why Palestine Is Still the Issue

By John Pilger, July 10, 2017

What enrages those who colonise and occupy, steal and oppress, vandalise and defile is the
victims’ refusal to comply. And this is the tribute we all should pay the Palestinians. They
refuse to comply. They go on. They wait – until they fight again. And they do so even when
those governing them collaborate with their oppressors.

Trump Cannot Improve Relations with Russia When Trump’s Government and the US Media
Oppose Improved Relations

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, July 10, 2017

President Trump has been contradicted by his own government, which has lined up against
him in favor of Hillary Clinton, the Democratic National Committee, and the Russophobic
Presstitute Media that serves the military/security complex and the neoconservatives.

Gaza: A Place Closer to Hell Than to Heaven

By Irwin Jerome, July 10, 2017

Sadly, this persecution now includes the Palestinian peoples themselves, caught in the grip,
as  they  are,  of  a  fatal  death  spiral  as  they  viciously  fight  and  squabble;  as  oppressed
peoples predictably often do amongst themselves once their forced to ‘circle the wagons’
and then begin shooting each other over what few scraps of power and hegemony remain.

The Trump-Putin Meeting: Establishment of a Personal Relationship, “There was Positive
Chemistry Between the Two”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, July 10, 2017

The Trump-Putin meeting is also a slap in the face for the Deep State Neocons and the US
media –not to mention Hillary et al–, who continue to blame Moscow for having intervened in
the  2016  US  presidential  elections  while  casually  portraying  Trump  as  a  Manchurian
candidate controlled by the Kremlin.
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